
Mobile: 317-982-7002

Looking for the top Accounting Firm in Indianapolis?
Numbers Count specializes in healthcare accounting, offering
services from payroll to medical billing. Let us empower your
medical practice with financial excellence.

HEALTHCARE ACCOUNTING
FIRM IN INDIANAPOLIS
HEALTHCARE ACCOUNTING
FIRM IN INDIANAPOLIS

Visit here

YOUR LEADING ACCOUNTANT NEAR YOU

https://numberscountfs.com/


ABOUT US
Seeking a local ‘accountant near me’? Look no further. At Numbers Count,
we specialize in providing top-tier accounting services tailored for
healthcare professionals and establishments in Indianapolis.

Our mission at Numbers Count is more than just numbers. We're about
empowering healthcare businesses, optimizing profitability through
comprehensive practice management services. From financial accounting
to human resources, we utilize cutting-edge technology and in-depth
clinical knowledge to help you focus on delivering exceptional patient
care. Learn more about our approach.

Numbers Count prioritises the financial health of your healthcare practise.
We assist you negotiate practise complexity by providing personalised
accounting, HR, and revenue cycle management solutions. Choose us for
individualised, expert-driven services—because every number matters.



ACCOUNTING SERVICES

Discover why numbers count with our
experienced team. Our accounting firm in
Indianapolis offers comprehensive solutions
from tax services to financial planning that
ensures you get the best value for your
money.

OUR SERVICES
PAYROLL SERVICES

Delivering accurate and timely payroll services
tailored for healthcare organizations. From
salaries to taxes and benefits, we have your
needs covered.

MEDICAL BILLING AND
CODING

Streamline your revenue cycle management
with our specialized services. We’re dedicated
to offering efficient medical billing and coding,
ensuring maximum profitability for your
healthcare practice.

BUILD AND BRAND YOUR
DREAM

The healthcare sector is a complex ecosystem,
with its unique challenges and intricacies. At
Numbers Count, we deeply understand this
complexity and have dedicated ourselves to
simplifying the business aspects for healthcare
professionals.



ACCOUNTING
HEALTHCARE ACCOUNTANT
AFFORDABILITY MEETS EXCELLENCE
TAILORED CONSULTING SERVICES

Client-Centric Approach: We position our clients at the core of everything we do. From the initial interaction to the
consistent support, our goal is to always provide value.
Dynamic Adaptability: The finance world, especially in healthcare, is fluid. Our team remains ever-adaptive, ensuring
that our strategies and methodologies are aligned with the latest industry standards and requirements.
Data-Driven Insights: While our experience forms the bedrock of our offerings, we’re staunch believers in data.
Leveraging the latest analytical tools, we derive actionable insights that empower our clients to make informed
decisions.
Transparency and Trust: Every interaction, every report, every consultation is anchored in transparency. We ensure
our clients have a clear understanding of their financial position and our strategic recommendations.

WHY CHOOSE OUR HEALTHCARE ACCOUNTANT SERVICES

At Numbers Count, we believe in setting ourselves apart, always pushing the boundaries of what is achievable in
healthcare accounting. Our differentiation points are numerous:



INTEGRATEDBUSINESS SOLUTIONS

The healthcare sector is a complex ecosystem, with its unique challenges and intricacies. At
Numbers Count, we deeply understand this complexity and have dedicated ourselves to
simplifying the business aspects for healthcare professionals.

Our integrated solutions are meticulously designed to provide a seamless fusion of business
registration, digital establishment, and regulatory compliance. Whether it’s the intricate
process of obtaining your EIN, the nuanced art of website creation and hosting, or the
critical procedure of regulatory submissions, we have got you covered. 

Our holistic approach ensures that your practice stands on a rock-solid foundation from its
inception, allowing you to focus on what you do best – providing top-tier healthcare
services.

BUILD AND BRAND YOUR DREAMBUILD AND BRAND YOUR DREAMBUILD AND BRAND YOUR DREAM



UNWAVERING COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCEUNWAVERING COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCEUNWAVERING COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

EVERYEVERYEVERY detail matters in the world of medical billing and coding, and at Numbers Count, we’re detail matters in the world of medical billing and coding, and at Numbers Count, we’re detail matters in the world of medical billing and coding, and at Numbers Count, we’re
well aware of this intricate dance. Each medical bill and every individual code tells a uniquewell aware of this intricate dance. Each medical bill and every individual code tells a uniquewell aware of this intricate dance. Each medical bill and every individual code tells a unique
story — a testament to the medical journey of a patient and the dedication of the healthcarestory — a testament to the medical journey of a patient and the dedication of the healthcarestory — a testament to the medical journey of a patient and the dedication of the healthcare
provider.provider.provider.   

With this profound understanding, we approach every task, no matter how small, with precisionWith this profound understanding, we approach every task, no matter how small, with precisionWith this profound understanding, we approach every task, no matter how small, with precision
and care. Our seasoned experts delve deep into the complex layers of medical billing, ensuringand care. Our seasoned experts delve deep into the complex layers of medical billing, ensuringand care. Our seasoned experts delve deep into the complex layers of medical billing, ensuring
that each code’s accuracy is spot on and every bill’s clarity meets the highest standards.that each code’s accuracy is spot on and every bill’s clarity meets the highest standards.that each code’s accuracy is spot on and every bill’s clarity meets the highest standards.   

By customizing our solutions to match your practice’s unique rhythm, we create a seamlessBy customizing our solutions to match your practice’s unique rhythm, we create a seamlessBy customizing our solutions to match your practice’s unique rhythm, we create a seamless
operational flow, drastically cutting down errors, expediting reimbursements, andoperational flow, drastically cutting down errors, expediting reimbursements, andoperational flow, drastically cutting down errors, expediting reimbursements, and
strengthening patient trust. The result? A streamlined process that lets your team focus onstrengthening patient trust. The result? A streamlined process that lets your team focus onstrengthening patient trust. The result? A streamlined process that lets your team focus on
what truly matters: unparalleled patient care.what truly matters: unparalleled patient care.what truly matters: unparalleled patient care.

MEDICAL BILLING AND CODINGMEDICAL BILLING AND CODINGMEDICAL BILLING AND CODING



CEO at Fradel and Spies

PAYROLL SERVICESPAYROLL SERVICESPAYROLL SERVICES
SPECIALIZED HEALTHCARE PAYROLL SERVICES

PRECISION-DRIVEN PAYROLL MANAGEMENT

In the healthcare sector, payroll intricacies can sometimes
rival the complexities of medical procedures themselves.
Recognizing this, Numbers Count brings forward a
meticulous, precision-driven approach to payroll
management that is second to none. We meticulously dissect
every facet of the payroll process, from initial computations
to final disbursements, ensuring transparency, accuracy, and
compliance at each juncture.

Our sophisticated systems, complemented by our dedicated
experts, work synergistically to eliminate discrepancies,
fortify against oversights, and ensure that every cent is
accounted for. With Numbers Count by your side, you gain
more than a payroll service; you gain a partner committed to
fortifying the financial backbone of your healthcare
institution.



ADDRESS:- 2355 Station Street, Indianapolis IN 46218

Phone: 888-380-9092
Mobile: 317-982-7002

E-MAIL:- strongertogether@numberscountfs.com

CONTACT USCONTACT USCONTACT US

Read more

https://numberscountfs.com/about-us/


$ 8,000.00$ 5,600.00

$ 2,500.00

Truck Accident

Our legal team proved us
right—after years of
preparation, our team
achieved a massive
settlement.

Workplace Injury

Our team took on a case that
other law firms turned down,
knowing that we had the
resources and patience to
obtain justice for our clients.

Construction Fall

After years of difficult, highly-
contested litigation, they
were finally able to overcome
both procedural and legal
hurdles.

Case Results

Salford & Co.



Get a Free
Consultation

Call Us On:

(123) 456 - 7890

Send Us an Email:

hello@reallygreatsite.com

Get Direction:

123 Anywhere St., Any City, ST 12345


